
Overview 

Add the full power of MindManager to your drawings. Whether process diagrams, research information, 

meeting minutes or complete project data, with FileLinker Enterprise you get your stored information 

quickly and directly. Save TIME by quickly accessing your information. As soon as you start working on 

your drawing, FileLinker gives you instant access to your minutes data and the associated project- 

 

 

Features 

• Easy mapping of project, folder and document maps 

• Easy and direct retrieval of the assigned maps 

• Low learning curve due to the visual way of working 

• Clarity in complex contexts through visualization 

• Cross-platform working 

 

MindMapping software has long been known as a visual production tool, but how can MindMaps be 

combined with CAD drawings in a meaningful and simple way? The combination of MindManager and 

the add-on product FileLinker for MindManager offers a solution here.  

In the past, the creation of MindMaps was always considered a separate work process. The FileLinker for 

MindManager add-on now combines the power of professional mind mapping software directly with any 

design file or design project. 

Design or process information can be visually captured and structured very quickly in the form of a 

MindMap. This gives information more clarity and makes it easier to visualize more complex processes. 

Precise, professional diagrams help to better analyze and document processes. Distributed content from 

different systems can be quickly and intuitively merged, structured, supplemented and prioritized in new 



contexts or dashboards. Numerous integrations with standard office applications are also helpful, 

enabling easy import or export of data. This means that current information can always be retrieved 

quickly and easily, and productivity can be increased. 

The absolute novelty of this solution is certainly the simple and direct application, which saves a 

considerable amount of time for the designer. As soon as the designer is in a drawing, he has immediate 

access to all assigned MindMaps and their information. This also applies to collaboration with colleagues, 

as this information can be made available locally, on the network or via the cloud. 

The simple and direct addition of mindmaps to ZWCAD designs offers almost unlimited possibilities. In 

addition to simple MindMaps, the MindManager program also offers diagram structures such as 

organizational charts, timelines, flowcharts, concept maps, Venn and Onion diagrams, Kanban boards, 

funnel and matrix diagrams. 

 

YouTube Video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghQBy_ARSaQ&t=6s 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghQBy_ARSaQ&t=6s

